UX DESIGNER

Information

- **Deadline**: 2021-09-30
- **Category**: Business
- **Province**: Bizkaia
- **Country**: Basque Country
- **City**: Bilbao

Company

Berba

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions

Research: dive deep into a problem space, generating hypotheses, developing research briefings and performing generative research, both quantitative and qualitative. Conceptualize: turn research insights into user experiences, designing information architectures, navigation systems, wireframes, and specifying functionality through user stories. Implement: create interactive prototypes based on design systems and perform evaluative research, such as usability tests.

Requisites

3+ years of experience in user experience design. Ability to present design rationale to our teams and clients. You can articulate the ‘why’ and lead discussions around your process, explorations, and conclusions. Strong knowledge of UX principles and best practices, including understanding when and where different methodologies and techniques should be incorporated into the process. Knowledge of how to facilitate workshops. You’re comfortable leading a room, getting people aligned, and crafting ways to engage a group while surfacing the most important details. Great knowledge of how to build design systems, define UI patterns and work smarter around technical limitations. Experience designing responsive websites and for multiple platforms such as Android and iOS. Experience improving processes and user journeys as well as websites. Proven hands-on experience in qualitative and quantitative user research methods. Prototyping knowledge in Figma or similar tools. Basic understanding of CSS & HTML, and experience working closely with development teams. Great level of English: you speak English fluently and you are able to discuss and understand highly technical requirements with international teams. It would be interesting to provide a strong portfolio showcasing your work in UX and Product Design. Extra credit if you: Have UX copywriting knowledge. Have experience working in Agile environments. Are passionate about trends and developments in design & technology.

Benefits

Why would you choose us? We always hire better people than us. This is an opportunity to make a huge impact in the company in just a few months’ time. We love transparency and we hate bureaucracy. We are a remote-friendly company, and we truly believe in the philosophy of flexibility & responsibility. You won’t find a better place to be challenged and be part of a fun team at the same time. We think that quality work deserves to be compensated. We can offer you around 40K salary (depending on seniority). You are an empowered team member with the autonomy to deliver value and to propose improvements from a business point of view. We are changing the translation industry, and you will be a vital part of it.